
Discuss how extra-curricular activities can influence 
students’ future career. 

Nowadays our society is developing very quickly. And we have to adapt to its changings. Especially it is 

very important for young people. Students are the future for our world and they have serious 

commitments showing up in front of them. So, that’s why they should be educated in a variety of 

subjects. And for this reason there are a lot of extra-activities for them. 

As a representative of a young generation I am deeply convinced that extra-curricular activities can 

influence our future career.   

On the first place, it is very important to understand that there is a great variety of extra-activities. They 

can be both sport, active and scientific, humanitarian activities. Such activities can increase the level of 

students’ education. Those can be activities in math, chemistry, physics, art, languages and many more. 

These kinds of activities can stimulate the unusual thinking, sometimes even critical which is very 

beneficial because nowadays employees are searching for people with the other way of thinking, who 

can solve problems in many different ways and who can offer the most convenient solution.  

 

On the other hand, there are a lot of sport activities that can also help in building a successful career.  

Because of them young people learn how to believe in yourself, they gain their self-confidant, which is 

very important in business world. Sport also gives us such features of characters as stamina and strong 

will-power. And also, some sport games teach us how to work in a team, to make compromises and to 

be a leader. 

And the last, but not the least– music. I believe, that music indeed helps us to develop creativity which is 

also very demanding feature. Playing music instrument demands using two hands (in the most 

occasions) and this is very useful. While we have our both hands in action, we make our brain work 

harder and harder. Music also teaches us such intriguing action as intuition. While composing we must 

feel the music and we open our sixth sense to make this. This feature is also very important, because 

there are so many jobs that involve not only statistic data and analysis, but also the intuition and 

creativity.  

To sum up, I can say that extra activities play the prominent place in the students’ future career. 

Scientifically proved that the more person is involved in some other activities the bigger chance for a 

success.  

 


